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[Image caption: Perhaps this was the scene, when a patrol car saw a UFO west of Skovshoved. This
picture was taken at an unrelated incident and is not known to show any unidentified objects.

Secret Archive: Police officers saw UFO in Ordup
By Birger A. Andersen – Wednesday January 28th 2009
Two police officers from the Copenhagen Police Department are among the observers
in hitherto classified UFO files with hundreds of mysterious sightings in the skies
over Denmark.
On August 12th of 1991, the officers from the Copenhagen Police Response Unit were on their
night patrol in Ordrup, west of Skovshoved, when they spotted something large and strange
moving over their heads. The time was 2.30 AM.
One thought it was an airplane and the other that it was a radio tower. When they looked up
at the bottom [of the object], they saw blue, white, and yellow lights in no apparent order,
(according to the Air Force questionnaire, the 40-year old police officers filled out immediately
after the event).
The mysterious object was moving slowly east at an altitude of 75-150 meters, according to
the officers.
As the object passed overhead, the Polaris system – a police communication system capable of
transmitting audio and text to patrol cars used at the time – went on “tilt”.
Finally, the officers were no longer able to follow the object because of tall trees.
Only 20 hours later, a UFO was seen over Faaborg in Southern Funen. It was flying east to
west, and had four powerful lights, a circular light and another two on the back. The UFO made

no sound and was observed for about 5 minutes.
The information appears as part of the comprehensive archive material, which was been made
publicly available by the military on their website. The archives contain information on all
[reported] Danish UFO sightings from 1978 until 2002.

QUESTIONAIIRE
For use in military and civilian authorities during interrogations
regarding observed “rockets” 0.1
RCS: CHODDEN INT-20209
Observer's Name: BLACKED OUT
Observer's Profession/position: BLACKED OUT

Age: 40

Observer's Address: Copenhagen Police, Response Unit
Phone Number: BLACKED OUT
Information from patrol car
Date of observation: 12 08 1991

Time: 2.30 AM

Vantage Point (precise location): Ordrup, west of Skovshoved
In which of the four corners of the world was object sighted: East
Observed angle: [See sketch in the file: UFO_Materiale.pdf - page 33]
Object appearance (shape, color, size, configuration etc.): One observer thought
the object has an airplane and the other that it was a ratio tower. When they
observed the bottom, they saw blue, white and yellow lights in a “messy order”.
See back).
(Draw, if possible, a sketch of the objects' shape)

Behavior of object in the Air (explosions, smoke, noise etc.): Object moved
slowly to the East. Altitude about 75 to 150 meters.
Direction of flight in relation to the four corners of the world: East.
Information that provides a reference point for flight altitude: 75-150 meters.
Speed: N/A
Point of impact: N/A
Impact angle: N/A
Object condition at moment of impact: N/A
Did you remove any debris from the object? If yes: Where [unreadable]?: N/A
Receiving Authority:________________________________________________________
Character of witness:_______________________________________________________
Crash site guarded by:______________________________________________________

[Hand written notes on back]
At some point they could no longer see the object due to tall trees and when the
object passed the patrol car, the Polaris system display tilted.
Route: Ordrupvej – Hyldegaardsvej – Teglgårdsvej towards the water.
0225Z

Request for SOE [military installation] Vedbæk, which passed it on to 603

Nothing abnormal observed.

